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Product Description
Exposure’s powerful Man Overboard (MOB) strobe and spot light, has been
designed to ensure any person going overboard can be found fast:

• It does not need to be switched on

• Its intelligent, motion activated technology (MOBT) starts working as soon
as the light is picked up, and it can be simply thrown towards a person in the
water

Once the light hits the water, a contact is created switching on the
flashing strobe:

• Its highly visible, 1300 lumens strobe remains flashing

until the water contact is broken

• It is totally waterproof and will float near the casualty, or it
can be grabbed

• A wrist lanyard allows it to be kept secure without having to
use the hands

EXPOSURES’s Man Over Board Technology (MOBT) which

operates the light, also ensures the spot light cannot be

activated accidentally, for example, if it gets wet, and

that no time is wasted with mechanical switches in an

emergency situation.

Exposure Marine MOB

The way the product presents itself and the proposed use of

the product.

• MOB branding - signifies the lights ultimate purpose

• 1300 lumens floating strobe - highly visible from the air

and over 5 nautical miles

• Strobe flashes up to 40 hours on a full charge and down

to 1 hour when indicating charge required - MOB light

will likely outlive a man overboard victim in colder waters

• Unique, high visibility orange anodising used to give

optimum visibility in an emergency and to fall in line with

recognised marine safety products

• Reflective storage holsters supplied so that it can be

stored in easily accessible positions for emergency or

regular use

DESCRIPTION PRODUCT CODE

Exposure MOB SAF0818

www.oceansafety.com/exposure-mob




